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NOT ALL OVER 5Os
LIKE COACH HOLIDAYS
ONE Engagement Hub. Case Study

Over 50, it’s not nearly as
old as it used to be. Forget
blue rinses and tea dances,
now consumers over 50 are
tech savvy and seeking a little
adventure to go with their
golden years. They’re about
as likely to reach for the
surfboard as their slippers.
That was the challenge facing Saga, who provide
holidays and cruises for more than 150,000 over
50s every year. They had to avoid being left in
the wake of their customers’ changing tastes,
anticipating their desires and building relationships
that lasted longer than a bank holiday jaunt to
Bognor Regis. For that they needed to know them
a whole lot better. Every conversation had to be
personal and relevant.

They could have had a rummage through their
luggage – but that would have been illegal
and possibly disturbing. Instead, they chose
Thunderhead’s ONE Engagement Hub: it’s our
cloud-based solution that connects customer
insight, context and real-time journey behaviour
across all customer touchpoints. It was a quick
and easy fix for Saga that could sit across their
existing systems.
With our desire to help Saga truly engage their
customers and get them on board, ONE listened
to their needs by creating individual profiles
when they interacted with Saga online, on mobile
and through their contact centre. That allowed
a more detailed picture of them to be created –
with their transaction history, demographic and
segmentation information.

The next step in the journey was to make sure
that whenever they dealt with Saga they got first
class treatment every time. Now when a customer
calls, instead of waiting on hold while being
transferred to the ‘right’ department, Saga’s
agents can instantly see all of their previous activity
– even when they’ve been browsing anonymously.
It’s gathered from all channels and includes
customer’s activity on Saga’s site, messages
they’ve received and mobile research. This lets
the agent have a conversation that’s completely
tailored to them (there’s no more winging it).
It also allows Saga to send them highly relevant,
personalised content through email, over the phone
and appropriately served web pages, seemingly
out of the blue.

The contact centre agents can even go one better.
As they know what the customer has been looking
for, they can give them a call at just the right
moment with offers that are just the ticket. So, no
matter how they come to the brand, they’re given
what they need.
If there’s one thing Saga’s customers appreciate
– as do all of us - it’s keeping things a breeze.
Poor experiences and convoluted processes are
baggage they don’t need.

“Knowing a customer had been looking at a particular
hotel several times online, I asked if she had a specific
reason for returning to that one hotel and it opened
a whole new conversation. I told the customer about
some offers due to expire in a couple of days and the
result...a confirmed booking and a happy customer.”
Contact Centre Agent – Saga Group

Collecting all this extra insight and being able
to recognise who they’re talking with has been
invaluable for Saga’s marketing team. Now they
can see customer journeys in real-time, even when
they travel from channel to channel. That makes it
easy to spot pinch points and key areas of drop off
– allowing constant adjustment of the process.
The result, ONE sailed through with flying colours.
In just six weeks of working with Thunderhead,
Saga’s incremental sales increased by a whopping
59%. In that time, ONE had helped Saga deliver
a multi-channel programme that joined up their
previously disconnected digital, call centre and
outbound touch points. That meant a lot more
happy, holiday-bound over 50s, but hopefully not
a correlated surge in the sale of socks and sandals.

59%

sales increase
in just six weeks
with ONE

“ONE is a key component of Saga’s customer-centric
strategy. Being able to personalise the customer’s online
experience and relay that information to call-centre
agents is a key step in providing better service.”
Director of Digital Marketing – Saga Group

About Thunderhead
Customers don’t talk to you because they like you, they talk to
you because they need something; they need it now and on the
platform that suits them.
At Thunderhead we join up web, mobile, in-store and contact
centre customer experiences, connecting them with your existing
systems giving you a multi-dimensional view of your customers.
Our intuitive ONE Engagement Hub allows you to act on the
right customer need at the right time. For the first time,
customer relationships can be effectively managed at scale.
Now you can interact with customers as individuals. Effortless
engagement just got personal.
Headquartered in London, Thunderhead serves its customers
from offices located in North America and Europe.
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